Spontaneous increases in impedance following cochlear implantation: suspected causes and management.
Modern cochlear implant systems deliver impulse transmission rates up to 50,000 pps. It emerged that the fast stimulation rates led to enhanced speech comprehension. Impedance measurement is an important aspect in cochlear implant testing procedures. Impedance values are a measure of the electrical resistance between the individual implant electrodes. Increased impedances were attributed frequently to inflammatory/tissue-related processes. In recent years, however, we have repeatedly found cases of impedance increase for which the inflammatory model did not provide a satisfactory explanation. The aim of this study is to evaluate increases in impedance in our cochlear implant population, to attempt to find their cause, and to formulate therapeutic hypotheses. In our cochlear implant programme (> 3000 recipients) we screened our database for impedance increases over time during device fitting. We found 16 patients with 18 affected ears in whom impedance increases were clearly demonstrated. We found that especially in cases without any sign of prior inflammation, increasing the pulse width of the stimulation strategy seems to be an effective tool to return increased impedances to normal levels.